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The Overview

Azure DevOps





Azure
Boards

Connecting ideas to releases

Scrum ready to help your teams run 
sprints, stand-ups, and plan work

Integrated with GitHub commits and 
pull requests

Insights into project status and health



Azure
Repos

Private Git and TFVC repos for your 
teams

Code review via branch pull requests

Branch policies and build validation

Easy migration path to / from GitHub



Azure
Pipelines

Cloud-hosted pipelines for Linux, macOS 
and Windows

Any language, any platform, any cloud

Native support for containers and 
Kubernetes

Best-in-class for open source



Deploy to on-premises, ANY cloud or a 
hybrid of cloud and on-prem

Staged environment releases

Pre and post deployment approvals 
with gates to automate approval 
based on conditions

Azure
Pipelines



Share code efficiently

Keep your Maven, npm, NuGet and Python 
packages and more in the same place

Azure
Artifacts

Aggregate from public registries and 
internal teams

Publish and track from any pipeline



Azure
Test Plans

Run tests and log defects from your browser

Track and assess quality throughout your 
lifecycle

Capture rich data for reproducibility

Create tests directly from exploratory 
sessions



Azure Boards

Easy to use agile tooling including backlogs, 
Kanban boards & delivery plans

Powerful querying and reporting capabilities

Scale to the largest of teams

Available as a stand-alone service suitable for 
stakeholders and PMO

Integration between Azure Boards and GitHub 
Issues

Github Issues

Simple issue tracking co-located with code stored in 
GitHub

Developer friendly interface

Labelling features to quickly filter lists of work

Issue alerting integrated with-in GitHub UI and 
visible in developer’s workflow on GitHub

Quick search capabilities

Github Issues vs. Azure Boards



Github Code

Familiar toolset

Much loved brand & conversation starter with 
developers

Easy collaboration with people outside the company 
& open source

Fantastic forking and PR workflow
(leading inner-source and open-source workflows)

Azure Repos

Integration with AAD

Supports larger repos and larger teams

Has support for Git and TFVC

Wide support for Data-Sovereignty requirements

Existing customers, no need to change and 
migration path will be well supported in the future.

Github Code vs. Azure Repos



Github Actions vs. Azure Pipelines
GitHub Actions

Automation across a number of activities including 
issues, pull requests, pushes and commits

Lightweight serverless automation capabilities with 
limited logging

Pre-build automation workflows and actions (such 
as performing an action when a comment is left on 
an issue)

Limited run time & concurrency (58m, 2 concurrent 
actions)

Powerful graphical editor built into directly into 
GitHub UI

Azure Pipelines

Dedicated CI/CD service with support for unlimited 
numbers of concurrent jobs

Detailed build reporting including integration with 
unit testing and code coverage

Choice of Linux, Windows and Mac for hosted 
builds & ability to self-host hardware

Deployment options to on-premises, Azure, AWS 
and GCP (Windows, Mac and Linux)

Rich deployment approvals, UI, traceability, 
monitoring and logging



Azure Pipelines

Azure DevOps



Key concepts



Repositories

Azure Pipelines (YAML)

● Azure Repos Git
● Github
● Bitbucket Cloud

Azure Pipelines (classic editor)

● Azure Repos Git
● Github
● Bitbucket Cloud
● Bitbucket Server
● Subversion



Extensions



Azure Release Pipelines



More
https://azuredevops.skaylink.lt

Azure DevOps


